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    CREDITS AND LICENSE INFORMATION FOR THE SYNTHETIC SEQUENCES   (v1.2) 
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All scenes are assembled and customized by Andrea Eichenseer and Michael Ortner for the Chair of 

Multimedia Communications and Signal Processing (LMS), Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-

Nürnberg (FAU), Erlangen, Germany. 

 

The final sequences are freely available for research purposes via www.lms.lnt.de/fisheyedataset. 

 

If you make use of one of our sequences, you must give appropriate credit by providing a link to our 

webpage as well as citing the following publication: 

 

Andrea Eichenseer and André Kaup, 

“A Data Set Providing Synthetic and Real-World Fisheye Video Sequences”,  

in Proc. IEEE International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP),  

pp. 1541-1545, Shanghai, China, March 2016. 

http://www.lms.lnt.de/fisheyedataset


Images taken from the Tecnick Libraries (retrieved on 14 Jan 2016) 
 

Sequences CheckercubeC, CheckercubeD, Rays, Stars, and Lorem 
The original images are part of the artificial image set contained within the Tecnick Test Image Library, 

(formerly) available online at: http://testimages.tecnick.com 

Please note that this test set has been replaced since by a more extensive one, available via the given 

website (also see below). 

The images have been used as textures for the 3D scenes. 

 

 

Sequences Cards, Clips, Coins, Fence, Flowers, and Pencils 

The original images are taken from the new Tecnick test image set TESTIMAGES which has been 

published as: 

 

N. Asuni and A. Giachetti, 

“TESTIMAGES: A Large-Scale Archive for Testing Visual Devices and Basic Image Processing 

Algorithms”, 

in Proc. Smart Tools and Apps for Graphics Conference (STAG), pp. 63-70, 

Cagliari, Italy, September 2014, 
available online at: http://testimages.tecnick.com 
 

License: 

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/ 

 

The images have been used as textures for the 3D scenes. 

 

 

 

Further Pattern Sequences 
 

Sequences CheckercubeA, CheckercubeB, Gradient, and Alphabet 

The images used for these sequences have been created by Michael Ortner (Gradient) and Andrea 

Eichenseer (Alphabet) or were created with the settings available in Blender (http://www.blender.org). 

 

 

 

 

All synthetic sequences have been created using Blender version 2.71. 

http://testimages.tecnick.com/
http://testimages.tecnick.com/
http://www.blender.org/


Licenses for content provided via Blendswap (retrieved on 18 Nov 2015) 

 

Sequences Street, CarsA, and CarsB 

The generation of the synthetic sequences for our test data set would not have been 

possible without the help of all the people who modeled the various objects and 

blendswap, which offers those models. Our gratitude goes to both artists and 

blendswap. For more information, please download the individual models and have a 

look at the respective license file. 

The following models where made use of: 

 "Fences" by Regus Ttef 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to Regus Ttef. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73078 

 "Ford Mustang" by jlrazr (not used) 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to jlrazr. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/17034 

 "Volkswagen VW Golf MK4 - Cycles" by Jay-Artist 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to Jay-Artist. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/22152 

 "BMW 1 Series M In Cycles" by mikepan 

License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to mikepan. You MUST share your derivative work under the same license. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/22790 

 "House Scene" by stalk 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to stalk. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/26264 

 "1950 s VW-Van  Blender 2.63 Cycles " by Jay-Artist 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to Jay-Artist. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/44360 

http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73078
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/17034
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/22152
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/22790
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/26264
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/44360


 "Country House" by monteiro 

License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to monteiro. You MUST share your derivative work under the same license. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/44825 

 "Ford Fiesta KD" by rikivillalba 

License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to rikivillalba. You MUST share your derivative work under the same license. 

THIS BLEND IS MARKED AS FAN ART. YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO USE IT COMMERCIALLY. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_art 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/68436 

 "2011+ BMW 3 Series Coupe" by ctdabomb 

License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to ctdabomb. You MUST share your derivative work under the same license. 

THIS BLEND IS MARKED AS FAN ART. YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO USE IT COMMERCIALLY. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_art 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/70221 

 "Cobblestone Texture" from Jack's Secret Stash 

Seamless Reality Textures: Terms of use 

License: The following terms of use apply to all textures of the "Seamless Reality Textures" series, including 

the yet unreleased. 

 All Textures of the "Seamless Reality Textures" series (short: SRT) are free for use in personal and 

commercial projects. 

 You may copy the SRT files as often as you want and pass them to other people for free. 

 You MUST NOT sell these textures in any shop or internet platform. 

 While copying and passing on the files, note this: The files MUST NOT be changed or altered in any 

way! All files must remain in their original state. In addition to this, you MUST NOT redistribute or 

publish any of the files on CD-ROM, DVD or other electronic media. 

 You MUST NOT tell people you had made these textures yourself. 

 Using the SRT textures in commercial projects should be thanked with credits (showing my name and 

internet address), which you can put in the imprint of your publication, the cover of your CD or the 

end credits of your film production.  

Link: http://www.c4d-jack.de/php/textures/gal/SRT_Extra_Packages/Netherlands/boden_kopfsteinpflaster.jpg  

 "Parking_Lot & Parking_Lot_2" and "HDR Sky_Cloudy_Free" from HDRI-HUB 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

These HDRI sIBL sets are free for your use. 

Download: http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/113-hdr-111-parking-space-free   

Download: http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/76-hdr-sky-cloudy 

 

Licenses:  

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY    http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ 

http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/44825
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_art
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/68436
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fan_art
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/70221
http://www.c4d-jack.de/php/textures/gal/SRT_Extra_Packages/Netherlands/boden_kopfsteinpflaster.jpg
http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/113-hdr-111-parking-space-free
http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/76-hdr-sky-cloudy
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Sequences PillarsA, PillarsB, and PillarsC 

The generation of the synthetic sequences for our test data set would not have been 

possible without the help of all the people who modeled the objects. Our gratitude goes 

to the respective artists.  

The following Blender content was made use of: 

 

 "Pillars" by David Müller, further adapted by Michel Bätz 

License: none 

Download: original blend file not publically available; modified HDR sequence available as “LMS Pillars” at 

http://www.lms.lnt.de/en/research/activity/video/vanal/hdrvideo.php 

 "Parking_Lot & Parking_Lot_2" from HDRI-HUB 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY  

This HDRI sIBL set is free for your use. 

Download: http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/113-hdr-111-parking-space-free   

 

Licenses:  

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY    http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sequences HallwayA, HallwayB, HallwayC, and HallwayD 

The generation of the synthetic sequences for our test data set would not have been 

possible without the help of all the people who modeled the various objects and 

blendswap, which offers those models. Our gratitude goes to both artists and 

blendswap. For more information, please download the individual models and have 

a look at the respective license file. 

The following models where made use of: 

 "Cabinet" by bobal57 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) -  CC-0  

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/25841  

 "Bookshelve Kit" by MrBlenderModels (not used?) 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) -  CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/41308  

http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/113-hdr-111-parking-space-free
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/25841
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/41308


 "cupboard" by maxim25 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/61187 

 "Wine Rack and Cabinet" by wfg5001 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/65405 

 "Coat Rack and Bench" by wfg5001 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/66827 

 "Painting Frame" by InfiniteNexus 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/67922 

 "Artists Easel" by Grue 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you are free to use this asset privately for any use you see fit.  

If you choose to distribute copies or modified versions of this asset you must do so under the following 

requirements: You must mention the author of this blend in your copies and derivative works. 

Failure to comply with these requirements, if any, is considered a severe violation of the License and the 

Blend Swap Terms of Use, Upload Rules and Code of Conduct. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/79835  

 "Rigged Man With Walk Cycle" by brightonpiers 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to brightonpiers. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/20564 

 The Country Hallway by Wig42  

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements:  

You MUST give attribution/credit to Wig42. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74593 

 

 

 

http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/61187
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/65405
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/66827
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/67922
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/79835
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/20564
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74593


 The Paintings on the Wall: 

http://7-themes.com/data_images/out/67/7001260-park-nature-painting.jpg 

http://afremov.com/image.php?type=P&id=19095 

http://images.wisegeek.com/landscape-painting.jpg 

http://www.wallpaperup.com/117127/venice_canal_art_lights_italy_night_painting.html 

 

Licenses:  

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY    http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 

Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal – CC-0    http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sequences PoolA, PoolB, PoolNightA, and PoolNightB  

The generation of the synthetic sequences for our test data set would not have been 

possible without the help of all the people who modeled the various objects and 

blendswap, which offers those models. Our gratitude goes to both artists and 

blendswap. For more information, please download the individual models and have a 

look at the respective license file.  

The following models where made use of: 

 "Rigged Man With Walk Cycle" by brightonpiers 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to brightonpiers. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/20564 

 "My_building_Nr_1" by oldtimer 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to oldtimer. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/66340  

 "Antro_Nero" by EDOYO 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose, provided that you comply with 

these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Downloaded from http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/70604 

 

 

http://7-themes.com/data_images/out/67/7001260-park-nature-painting.jpg
http://afremov.com/image.php?type=P&id=19095
http://images.wisegeek.com/landscape-painting.jpg
http://www.wallpaperup.com/117127/venice_canal_art_lights_italy_night_painting.html
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/20564
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/66340
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/66340
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/70604


 "Fences" by Regus Ttef 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to Regus Ttef. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73078 

 "HDR Sky_Cloudy_Free" from HDRI-HUB 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY  

This HDRI sIBL set is free for your use. 

Download: http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/76-hdr-sky-cloudy  

 

Licenses:  

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY    http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 

Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal – CC-0    http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/ 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sequences Room, LivingroomA, LivingroomB, and LivingroomC 

The generation of the synthetic sequences for our test data set would not have been 

possible without the help of all the people who modeled the various objects and 

blendswap, which offers those models. Our gratitude goes to both artists and 

blendswap. For more information, please download the individual models and have 

a look at the respective license file.  

The following models where made use of: 

 "Bookshelve Kit" by MrBlenderModels 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/41308 

 "Painting Frame" by InfiniteNexus 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/67922 

 "IKEA Boxes" by BlackboxCorp 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/70582 

http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73078
http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/76-hdr-sky-cloudy
http://www.hdri-hub.com/hdrishop/freesamples/freehdri/item/76-hdr-sky-cloudy
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/41308
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/67922
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/70582


 "Old Book" by Cadunico 

License: Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA 

You can use this model for any porposes according to the following conditions: 

You MUST give attribution/credit to cadunico. 

You MUST share your derivative work under the same license. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74452 

 "Old Books" by Hotzst 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74564 

 "Malibu 5 Drawer Office Desk" by Shanegeach 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

You can use this model for any porposes according to the following conditions: 

You MUST give attribution/credit to shanegeach. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74672 

 "Entertainment Set" by Ninja2fast 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

You can use this model for any porposes according to the following conditions: 

You MUST give attribution/credit to Ninja2fast. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/75020 

 "Palladio Door" by Eastwind 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

You can use this model for any porposes according to the following conditions: 

You MUST give attribution/credit to eastwind. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/75149 

 "Painting Frame" by InfiniteNexus 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) – CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/67922 

 "Rigged Man With Walk Cycle" by brightonpiers 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to brightonpiers. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/20564 

 "Chest of drawers " by Bshep 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) -–CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/68619  

 

 

http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74452
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74564
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/74672
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/75020
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/75149
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/67922
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/20564
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/68619


 "Lenovo G580" by hilux 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to hilux. 

This blend is marked as Fan Art, you are not allowed to use it commercially. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73180 

 "Modern Office Chair" by MLDP 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to MLDP. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73454 

 "Sofa" by MapleStudios 

License: Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal (Public Domain Dedication) -–CC-0 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: There are no requirements for CC-0 licensed blends. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/62806  

 "Modern Walnut Coffee Table - Cycles" by MLDP 

License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY 

This means that you can use it for any purpose you see fit, even commercially, 

as long as you respect these requirements: 

You MUST give credit to MLDP. 

Download: http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73487 

 The Paintings on the Wall: 

http://7-themes.com/data_images/out/67/7001260-park-nature-painting.jpg 

http://afremov.com/image.php?type=P&id=19095 

http://images.wisegeek.com/landscape-painting.jpg 

http://www.wallpaperup.com/117127/venice_canal_art_lights_italy_night_painting.html 

 

Licenses:  

Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 – CC-BY    http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 – CC-BY-SA  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ 

Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal – CC-0    http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All synthetic sequences have been created using Blender version 2.71. 

http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73180
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/73454
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/62806
http://www.blendswap.com/blends/view/62806
http://7-themes.com/data_images/out/67/7001260-park-nature-painting.jpg
http://afremov.com/image.php?type=P&id=19095
http://images.wisegeek.com/landscape-painting.jpg
http://www.wallpaperup.com/117127/venice_canal_art_lights_italy_night_painting.html
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

